When a permanent magnet is released above a superconductor, it is levitated. This is due to the Meissner-effect, i.e. the repulsion of external magnetic fields within the superconductor. In experiments, an interesting behavior of the levitated magnet can be observed: it might start to oscillate with increasing amplitude and some magnets even reach a continuous rotation. In this paper we develop a mathematical model for this effect and identify by analytical methods as well with finite element simulations two reasons for the described behavior of the levitated magnet. It is shown, that the oscillations of the magnet are due to inhomogeneities of the magnetization within the magnet, whereas the continuous rotations are due to temperature gradients of the surrounding air.
Introduction
Soon after the discovering of high temperature superconductivity (cf. [1] ), it was found that a permanent magnet is levitated above a high temperature superconductor and rests there in a stable position (cf. [2] ). This effect is due to the so-called Meissner repulsion of external magnetic fields within the superconductor. In other words, the external magnetic field induces currents in the superconductor, which produce a second magnetic field, which lifts up the magnet (cf. e.g. [9] ). In Figure 1 , a typical experimental setup is sketched. A cylindrical rare earth compound magnet which is magnetized along its axis, is levitated above a cooled high T c -superconducting disk made of YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 .
Experiments show that the cylindrical magnet starts to oscillate around its horizontal axis with increasing amplitude and will eventually rotate continuously with a nearly constant angular speed. The effect was explained independently in [5] , [7] , and [10] (see also [9] ). The energy for the rotation is due to temperature differences of the surrounding air. Thus, the described effect represents a miniature heat engine.
In this paper, we develop a model for the system, which is an extension of the model described in [11] . With a detailed analysis it is possible to identify two sources for the rotating behavior of the permanent magnet. There is a driving torque which is caused by the temperature gradient of the surrounding air and depends on the velocity. For a stationary solution it is possible to give an explicit expression for this torque. It depends on the angular velocity ω and the Fourier coefficients of the temperature of the surrounding air of order one. A second source is a restoring torque which is due to inhomogeneities of the magnetization of the permanent magnet. Ignoring the temperature gradient, the governing differential equation for the permanent magnet is that of a mathematical pendulum.
The outline of the paper is as follows: We start with the development of the model. After that we consider two idealizations: The perfect permanent magnet (i.e. the magnetization is homogeneous), and a homogeneous temperature field of the surrounding air. After that, we present the results of finite element simulations. We finish the paper with some conclusions.
The Model
In this chapter, a detailed model for the levitated permanent is developed. We start with the geometric setting in three dimensions and its idealization in two dimensions. The energy for the rotation is based on the surrounding temperature field. Thus, the heat transfer is described next. For the later considerations it is of advantage to have a closer look at the time behavior of the mean temperature within the permanent magnet. After that, the magnetic forces and the resulting torque are modelled. It turns out that there are two sources for the torque acting on the magnet: First, the dependence of the magnetization of the permanent together with temperature gradients of the surrounding air yield a torque M T . Second, the inhomogeneous magnetization of the permanent magnet (independent of the temperature) produces a restoring torque M ϕ . The equations of motion are formulated next, and then we finally present the whole system of coupled partial differential equations.
Geometry
The rare earth compound magnet has a cylindrical shape V with length l and radius a. The magnet is levitated above a superconducting disk (cf. Figure 1) . From experiments we know, that the changes in the height are negligible, so that we can choose a fixed coordinate system where the z-axis coincides with the axis of the magnet. The magnetization is in the direction of the z-axis. We assume a constant density ρ of the magnet, so that the total mass is πa 2 lρ. It is possible to treat parts of the problem in a two-dimensional setting. In these cases, we will look at a cross section of the cylinder, i.e. the circle A in the xy-plane with radius a and center (0, 0). The normal vector at a point of the boundary ∂A is denoted by n, and assumed to point into the surrounding air.
The superconducting plane is parallel to the xz-plane and has a negative ycoordinate, so that the levitation forces acting on the permanent magnet point into positive y-direction.
Heat Transfer
Assuming that the temperature in V does not change in z-direction and that the heat flux through the bottom and top face of the cylinder is negligible, it is sufficient to consider the heat transfer in the circle A. If we ignore for a moment the rotation of the magnet, the temperature distribution T = T (t, x, y) is governed by the twodimensional time dependent heat equation (cf. [3] )
The right hand side is zero since there are no heat sources. c is the specific heat and λ the thermal conductivity. This equation has to be completed with an initial condition T (0, x, y) = T 0 (x, y) and boundary conditions. We apply Newtons law of cooling, i.e. at the boundary ∂A we assume a heat flux
where the temperature T sur = T sur (x, y) of the surrounding air is constant in time and known from measurements. When appropriate, we sometimes write T sur (ϕ) for T sur (a cos ϕ, a sin ϕ). α is the heat transfer coefficient. If the permanent magnet rotates with angular speed ω (rad/s), we have to change the heat equation accordingly. We take the Eulerian point of view, i.e. we assume the coordinate system to be fixed and not rotating with the magnet. Then we have to take into account a convective heat transfer in the disk A. The point (x, y) moves with the velocity ω (−y, x) T , so that we complete equation (1) with a convection term:
Next, we study the time evolution of the mean temperature in the permanent magnet, i.e.
Theorem 2.1. Let T = T (t, x, y) be the solution of (2) and (3) 
The limit is independent of ω and thus uniformly with respect to ω.
Proof. In polar coordinates (x = r cos ϕ, y = r sin ϕ), equation (3) reads as
We integrate this equation according to 2π 0
. . . dϕ. For smooth solutions, the order of differentiation and integration can be interchanged, and we get The integrals with partial derivatives with respect to ϕ vanish, so that the abbreviation
yields the weakly singular differential equation
For the boundary condition we get similarly
Thus, τ (t, r) is the solution of a rotational symmetric heat transfer equation (7) corresponding to the boundary condition (8) . For the solution it is known (cf. [12] ), that
Since
as required. Since ω has canceled out during the calculations, the limit is uniformly with respect to ω.
We have seen that the mean temperature in the cylindrical magnet converges to T ∞ .
It will be of advantage, to linearize the temperature dependency of the magnetization of the permanent magnet around this temperature. This will be done in the next section.
Magnetic Forces
In this section we look at the forces acting on the permanent magnet, and at the torque, which drives the rotation of the magnet. Since the permanent magnet is levitated above the superconductor, the total levitation force is obvious. It holds
In order to understand what is causing the moments on the permanent magnet, we have to take a deeper look at the magnetic forces: We assume that the permanent magnet consists out of a volume density m of magnetic dipoles. If B 0 is the magnetic field due to the induced currents in the superconducting plate, then (cf. e.g. [8] ) the force on the permanent magnet is given by
(We assume m to be constant in V .) Some simplifications are in order. First note that m only has nonzero components in z-direction (that is the axis of the permanent magnet), so that only the z-component B 
Before we start calculating the moments, some linearizations should be introduced: We know from e.g. [8] that B 0 z is decreasing with 1/r 3 over the superconductor, when r denotes the distance from the superconductor. Since the diameter of A is small, we may linearize B 0 z in A, i.e. we assume ∇B 0 z to be constant in A,
with a suitable (negative) constant g B . That the x-and z-component are zero is due to the fact, that the total force (10) has zero x-and z-components.
Thus, the y-component of the force (11) is given by
where we denote the dependence of the magnetization on the positions explicitly via m z (x, y). An important reason for the driving torque of the permanent magnet is the temperature dependency of the magnetization. It is known from measurements (cf. e.g. [5] ), that in the temperature range we are concerned with the magnetization increases, when the temperature decreases. In our application, the temperature differences are small, so that a linear model is appropriate. The magnetization at the limit mean temperature T ∞ is denoted by m ∞ z (x, y), so that the model for the magnetization is As mentioned before, the constant γ is negative. By writing the temperature dependence in this way, we have
so that γ is the relative increase of the magnetization, when the temperature change is 1 (Kelvin). With this model for the magnetization, the force (13) can be written as
Next, we switch to the torque M . Since the force has only components in ydirection, we have
In the second integral we do not write x m ∞ z (x, y), since this integral comes from the ansatz of the linear temperature dependence.
We have to be careful about the meaning of x and y in the previous formula: In
describes the magnetization of the permanent magnet. Thus, when the magnet rotates, (x, y) is meant to be fixed at the rotating coordinate system of the cylinder. The x in front of T (x, y) is the lever arm of the magnetic force and therefore meant to correspond to the fixed coordinate system, where the temperature is described in. Thus, we should change the notation. We assume that the angle of the permanent magnet is denoted by ϕ and that for ϕ = 0 the global coordinate system and the coordinate system of the magnet coincide. For ϕ = 0 we introduce the abbreviations
is the center of the magnetization of the permanent magnet at the angle ϕ = 0. This point is fixed at the magnet and rotates with it, so that we write for an arbitrary angle ϕ
Thus, the first term of (16) is recognized to be dependent on the angle ϕ which describes the rotation of the permanent magnet. We therefore write
The second term in (16) describes the part of the torque which is due to the temperature distribution in the cylinder. The local temperature is measured in the global coordinate system (cf. Section 2.2). Therefore, this part of (16) describes the torque due to the temperature field which is independent of the angle ϕ. Thus, we write
We have seen that the total torque M can be split into two summands M = M ϕ +M T . M ϕ is independent of the temperature and depends only on the magnetization at temperature T ∞ and the angle ϕ of the permanent magnet. The second term M T is independent of ϕ and is due to the solution T of the heat equation.
Assume for the moment that T = T ∞ (which is the limit for t → ∞). Then it follows from (9) and (14) that
We denote this levitation force by F ∞ y = πr 2 lρg. Using this abbreviation, we finally arrive at the following equations for the driving torque of the magnet:
In other word, we can imagine that the force F 
Equation of Motion
Now we consider the rotation of the permanent magnet which is due to the driving torque M = M ϕ + M T . With the moment of inertia J = lπρa 4 /2, we simply have
Wa have assumed Stokes friction caused by the air drag. µ r is the corresponding coefficient.
Coupled Equations
We summarize the previous results and present the whole set of equations. We start with four abbreviations:
The moment of inertia of the permanent magnet is
The limit of the average temperature in the permanent magnet is
The levitation force at the limit temperature is
The inhomogeneous magnetization of the permanent magnet at temperature T ∞ yields the center of magnetization (at angle ϕ = 0)
With this abbreviations we end up with
Idealizations
When performing the described experiment, it can be observed, that different permanent magnets show different behaviors, and also that the temperature plays an important role. Typically, the magnets start to oscillate around their horizontal axis (the z-axis in our model), and the amplitude increases. Some magnets then turn over and rotate continuously, other do not reach this state, and keep on with oscillations.
It is described in [5] that if the permanent magnet is first immersed in liquid nitrogen, then it will not rotate spontaneously, but any spin imparted on it is rapidly dissipated. In further observations it is described, that the angular speed of the magnet depends on changes on the temperature field: the angular speed is slowed down by pouring some cold nitrogen vapor over the magnet; or conversely, a speedup can be obtained when shining infrared light onto the magnet.
In the following, we will consider special cases of the set of partial differential equations (23)- (28), and explain what causes the different behaviors which are observed.
We start with a perfect magnet, and identify the reason for the continuous rotations. Then, we consider the special case of a homogeneous temperature field, explaining the observed oscillations. Later, in a subsequent chapter, we investigate the more realistic setting (an imperfect permanent magnet and a non-homogeneous temperature field), and present the results of finite element simulations of the coupled set of equations.
The Perfect Permanent Magnet
We call a permanent magnet perfect, if the center of its magnetization at temperature T ∞ is exactly the point (0, 0), i.e. in our notation (25)). Thus, the driving torque is only M T (the temperature dependent torque). The model reduces immediately to (23), (24), (26), and (28) with M ϕ = 0. We will see, that this set of equations has solutions with a constant angular speed. Therefore, we look for stationary solutions of the equations. Setting the derivatives with respect to the time t to zero, we arrive at The meaning of the equations is as follows: The first two equations describe a stationary heat transfer problem with convection due to a constant angular speed ω. The solution of these equations is a temperature field T (x, y), which produces by (31) a torque M T , which has to be as large as the damping by the stokes friction µ r ω. So we end up with the situation of a rotating permanent magnet with constant angular speed ω.
To simplify the forthcoming notations, we introduce the abbreviations k = λ/(ρc) and h = λ/α, which transform equations (29) and (30) into
We see from (31) that the driving torque M T is proportional to A xT (x, y)dA, which, since T is a solution of (33)- (34), is in turn dependent on the angular speed ω. The crucial point for the whole process is the factor
Therefore we are interested to study x 0 and its dependency on ω. It is of advantage to consider x 0 in a complex setting. We define (i 2 = −1)
Thus, the point z 0 in the complex plane is up to a constant factor the center of the temperature distribution in A.
We start with the case ω = 0: 
Proof. If ω = 0, the solution T is harmonic in A, so that we can write T in polar coordinates as follows:
it follows with (36)
Using (34) we get 
where J ν is the Bessel function of first kind, i.e. (cf. [6] )
Proof. In polar coordinates, we can write
Multiplying the stationary version of (6) with e iϕ and integrating, we obtain
Integration by parts yields
since the integrals with partial derivatives with respect to ϕ vanish. The change of
which is recognized as Bessel's differential equation (cf. [6] ). Since we require that the solution is finite for ρ = 0, the general solution is given by the Bessel function J 1 , i.e.σ (ρ) = CJ 1 (ρ).
The constant C is determined with the boundary conditions: Multiplying (34) in polar coordinates by e iϕ and integrating, we obtain
In the next lemma we will show, that the expression in the brackets is not zero, so that we can solve the equation for C.
We finally arrive at
which completes the proof in view of (38). The last equality is due to the integral formula z 2 J 1 (z)dz = z 2 J 2 (z), which can be found, e.g. in [6] .
The following lemma shows, that equation (38) can be solved for C: Proof. It is known (cf. e.g. [6] ), that if A and B are nonzero and real, the expression AJ ν (z) + BzJ ν (z) has only real zeros except that it has two purely imaginary zeros when ν + A/B < 0. Multiplying (39) by a, it becomes obvious that the expression is nonzero for ω = 0 since the arguments of the Bessel functions have both nonzero real and imaginary parts.
It convenient to have the result of the last theorem without derivatives of the Bessel function. This can be achieved using the recurrence relation J 2 (z) = J 1 (z)/z − J 1 (z) (cf. [6] ). We get
Corollary 3.4. Under the assumptions of the last theorem, it holds
Some examples for z 0 = z 0 (ω) are given in Figure 2 . It is interesting, that Theorem 3.1 can be seen as the limit case of the last corollary. Using well-known results for the Bessel functions, it is easy to prove (i) If the permanent magnet is rotating with the angular velocity ω, a mechanical torque is produced, when there is a temperature gradient of the surrounding air in vertical direction. The torque has the same orientation as the rotational speed. The dependence of M T (ω) on the temperature field is only via the moments A xT dA of the temperature field.
(ii) In a stationary situation, A xT dA can be calculated as follows. There is one multiplicative factor, which depends only on ω. This dependency is explicitly expressible in terms of Bessel functions. The remaining factor depends only on the first Fourier coefficient of the temperature of the surrounding air. In particular (cf. Theorem 3.2) is as large as the resistance by the air drag. Thus, the condition for a continuous rotation with constant angular velocity is M T (ω) = µ r ω.
The Homogeneous Temperature Field
Now we consider the case, when the temperature field around the permanent magnet (we drop the assumption of a perfect permanent magnet) is homogeneous, i.e. T sur = const. In this situation, the temperature T (x, y) in A will converge to the constant temperature T (x, y) = T sur = T ∞ . What happens with the equations (23)-(28) of our model?
Assuming that the relaxation of the temperature is so that temperature differences within the cylinder can be neglected, the heat transfer part of the equations can be ignored and in addition it holds M T = 0, since the temperature in A is assumed to be constant. Thus, we end up with (26)-(28), which can be written in one equation as 
Then, the dynamical behavior of (40) is given bÿ
The parameter q comes from the damping via the Stokes friction and is assumed to be positive. p describes the eccentricity of the center of magnetization. Our assumptions on y m 0 yield p ≥ 0. It is known (cf. [13] ), that (42) is the differential equation of the damped mathematical pendulum. We summarize the main results for this differential equation in the following Proof. (42) can be written as systeṁ
Then the assertion follows for the critical point (ϕ, ω) = (0, 0) with the Poincaré-Lyapunov-Theorem (cf. [13] ). The result for the critical point (ϕ, ω) = (π, 0) follows similarly by the substitution ϕ → ϕ + π. This yields part (i) of the Theorem. Part (ii) is a standard result for linear ordinary differential equations.
From the previous theorem we can deduce the following facts for our experimental setting under the assumption, that T sur = const: (ii) If p > 0, i.e. there exists an eccentricity for the center of magnetization, then we expect that the permanent magnet reaches its stable critical point (ϕ, ω) = (0, 0). The system shows the same behavior as a damped mathematical pendulum. If the damping is not too large, then oscillations will occur, and the equilibrium state is reached in an oscillatory way.
Simulations
The last chapter has shown what are the reasons for the typical behavior of a levitated permanent magnet. In short, we have seen that the continuous rotations of the permanent magnet are due to temperature gradients of the surrounding air, whereas the oscillations are a result of inhomogeneities in the magnetization of the cylindrical magnet. In order to study the real situation we present results of simulations, which where performed with the finite element code Femlab. We start with results for a perfect permanent magnet and then show the results for the real situation.
The parameters of the simulations are summarized in Table 1 . For all values we use SI units. 
The Real Situation
Now we assume that 
Conclusions
It has been shown, that the model describes the behavior of a rotating permanent magnet, which is levitated above a superconducting disk. We have identified two sources for the rotation: M T and M ϕ . The torque M T , which is due to the temperature gradient of the surrounding air, depends on the angular speed ω of the magnet. Only when the center of magnetization of the permanent magnet does not coincide with the point (0, 0), there exits a restoring torque M ϕ . M ϕ depends on the angular position of the permanent magnet ϕ. When both effects come together, the typical rotations of the permanent magnet are a consequence.
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